VTARA-BROCH-18A

THE SUZUKI

For more information
or to book a test drive, visit:
cars.suzuki.co.uk/vitara
or
cars.suzuki.ie/vitara

Fuel economy and CO2* results for the Vitara 2019 range in mpg (L/100km): Combined from 44.8 (6.3) to 52.3 (5.3). CO2 emissions: 143g/km to 121g/km. The fuel consumption you achieve in real life conditions and
CO2 produced will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load.
*There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures. The CO2 figure(s) shown, however, is based on the outgoing test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration.
Only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical standard. Specifications and equipment vary depending on engine, transmission and model grade. Please contact your local
Dealer for full details. All details correct at time of going to print: November 2018. Vehicles shown throughout this brochure are for illustration only and may feature non-UK/ROI equipment. Suzuki GB PLC, Steinbeck Crescent,
Snelshall West, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK4 4AE. Suzuki Information Service: 0800 804 8828 (UK) or 01 906 1862 (ROI). Calls may be recorded or monitored.

L E T ’S

P L AY

SAY HELLO TO THE SUZUKI VITARA,
BUILT TO EXCITE, DESIGNED TO THRILL
AND WAITING FOR YOU TO DISCOVER
A NEW LEVEL OF FUN.
With its eye-catching SUV design, the Vitara really stands out. And it’s also got
the versatile performance to match its rugged good looks. That’s thanks to our
responsive and efficient Boosterjet turbocharged engines which, when combined
with the ALLGRIP 4-wheel Drive system*, give the Vitara the capability to adapt
to whatever challenges the road presents.
And wherever you’re going, you’ll want to feel safe, which is why we’ve matched
capability with all the latest safety features you’ll need to feel protected behind the
wheel. It’s even got a Euro NCAP 5-star rating**.
Now’s the time to get behind the wheel, start the ignition and enjoy the drive.
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*ALLGRIP models only.
**Based on 2015 test standard.
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B R E AT H TA K I N G
GOOD
LOOKS

AT SUZUKI, WE
DON’T DO BORING.
WE DO THRILLING.

Stylish chrome front grille

We do exciting. We do cars that look
as good as they drive. And as you
can see, the Vitara really is a
showstopper. With its strong
SUV-style looks, the Vitara’s got the
edge to turn heads in the city and
stand its ground on rugged
landscapes. Plus, with a range of
personalisation options, you really
have the chance to express yourself.
Go on, show your stylish side.

Fully retractable panoramic sunroof*
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LED rear combination lights

*SZ5 models only.
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S TA N D
IN

OUT

CO L O U R

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO ADD A LITTLE
COLOUR TO YOUR WORLD.
The Vitara comes with a stylish range of single and dual-tone
colour options to choose from. So take a look and find the shade
that defines you.

Cosmic Black Pearl Metallic
Champion
Yellow
Available on
all models

Swift Sport model only

Silky Silver Metallic
Available on all models

Atlantis Turquoise Pearl Metallic
Available on all models

Single tone colours

Superior White
Available on all models

Silky Silver Metallic
Available on all models

Galactic Grey Metallic
Available on all models

Cosmic Black Pearl Metallic
Available on all models

Atlantis Turquoise
Pearl Metallic
Available on all models

Ice Greyish Blue Metallic
with Cosmic Black Pearl
Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only

Savannah Ivory Metallic
with Cosmic Black Pearl
Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only

Atlantis Turquoise Pearl
Metallic with Cosmic Black
Pearl Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only

Galactic Grey Metallic
with Cosmic Black Pearl
Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only

Dual-tone colours

Solar Yellow Pearl Metallic
with Cosmic Black Pearl
Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only
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Bright Red with Cosmic
Black Pearl Metallic roof
Available on SZ-T and
SZ5 models only
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WITH OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF PERSONALISATION OPTIONS, NO TWO VITARAS NEED TO LOOK THE SAME.
SO HAVE A BROWSE AT OUR COLLECTION OF EXTERIOR PERSONALISATION PACKS AND FIND THE LOOK
THAT REALLY DEFINES YOU.

THE KEY TO GOOD

STYLE?

ACCESSORISE

URBAN DESIGN PACK:

KURO STYLE PACK – BLACK:

• Door mirror cover set
• Side garnish set
• DRL bezel set
• Front bumper centre accent line
• Front grille upper accent line
• Rear bumper centre accent line
• Rear upper spoiler

• Side garnish set
• DRL bezel set
• Front bumper centre accent line
• Front grille upper accent line
• Front upper grille fin set
• 'Misti' satin black alloy wheels
• Rear bumper centre accent line
• Side body moulding set
• Rear upper spoiler

RUGGED DESIGN PACK:
• Side garnish set
• DRL bezel set
• Front bumper centre accent line
• Front grille upper accent line
• Front upper grille fin set
• Front bumper centre trim (silver) and front skid plate
• Side body moulding set
• Rear skid plate

SHIRO STYLE PACK – WHITE:
• Side garnish set
• DRL bezel set
• Front bumper centre accent line
• Front grille upper accent line
• Door mirror cover set
• Rear bumper centre accent line
• Rear upper spoiler

FOR THE FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES,
VISIT CARS.SUZUKI.CO.UK/VITARA OR CARS.SUZUKI.IE/VITARA
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BEAUTIFUL

OUTSIDE

BEAUTIFUL

INSIDE
Interior coloured door trim set in Solar Yellow

Daytime running lights bezel set in Bright Red

Front skid plate and front bumper centre trim

Rear lower skid plate in Silver

YOUR VITARA.
YOUR STYLE.
With our range of interior and exterior accessories, you
can make your drive effortlessly stylish, inside and out.
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PO W E R E D
BY

BOOSTERJET

GREAT TURBOCHARGED
PERFORMANCE WITH
OUTSTANDING EFFICIENCY.
GET READY TO FEEL THE
EXCITEMENT BEHIND
THE WHEEL.
The reason? Our Boosterjet turbocharged
engines deliver powerful performance,
whilst maintaining great efficiency and
minimising emissions. Combine this with
its strong acceleration and a lightweight
body, and you’re guaranteed a responsive
and agile drive. Get ready for next-level
performance.
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TAKE IT ON

Suzuki ALLGRIP 4-wheel Drive

WITH ALLGRIP

WE WANT THE
VITARA TO BE
ABLE TO TAKE
YOU WHEREVER
YOU WANT
TO GO.

That’s why we’ve developed our unique
ALLGRIP 4-wheel Drive system. With
ALLGRIP, you can truly take control of the
road, with the 4-wheel Drive system
adapting to varied conditions such as
rain, snow or rough terrain. So the only
limitation you have when you’re driving
the Vitara is your own imagination.

*ALLGRIP 4-wheel Drive system is available on SZ-T ALLGRIP and SZ5 models only.
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AUTO MODE

SPORT MODE

SNOW MODE

LOCK MODE

This prioritises front-wheel

Actively engages 4WD, based

Your answer to snow, ice, rain

This engages permanent

drive for optimum fuel

on accelerator inputs, to

and mud – giving crucial traction

4WD to help you drive out of

efficiency in everyday

make driving more responsive

and stability when the

deep snow or mud.

conditions, switching to

along country lanes.

conditions demand it.

4WD if wheelspin is detected.
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E VERY THING
YOU

NEED

IF YOU’RE INTO TECH AND SPEC, THEN YOU’RE GOING
TO LOVE WHAT THE VITARA HAS TO OFFER.
It comes equipped with all the latest technology to help make your journey more
exciting, including a DAB digital radio* and hands-free Bluetooth® connection as
standard. Plus, with voice-controlled audio and navigation*, an Adaptive Cruise
Control system**, a rear parking camera*, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto,
you’ll feel more in control of the drive, every minute, every mile.

*SZ-T and SZ5 models only.
**SZ-T ALLGRIP and SZ5 models only.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
Apple, Apple CarPlay and iPhone are all trademarks of Apple Inc.
Registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Android and Android Auto are trademarks of Google LLC.
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SERIOUSLY
S PA C I O U S
IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR ROOM,
THE VITARA HAS PLENTY TO SPARE.
The Vitara boasts an impressive 375 litres of boot
space, so if you’re looking to do the weekly shop or
packing for a weekend adventure away, you can
maximise the space for every journey. Its five spacious
seats are matched with lots of legroom, and a high
driving position gives you enhanced visibility behind the
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wheel, helping you feel confident on every journey.
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SUZUKI IS SERIOUS ABOUT SAFETY.

SUZUKI SAFETY SUPPORT†
The Vitara features Suzuki’s advanced

LANE DEPARTURE
PREVENTION

forward detection system which uses the

At 37mph or faster, lane markings are

combination of a monocular camera, which

recognised and when predicting that

excels at mid-to-long distance detection,

lane departure is likely to occur, the car

and a laser, which is perfect for short-

automatically assists the driver in returning

Our ALLGRIP 4-wheel Drive system**, coupled with a high ground clearance, lets you drive with

distance and night-time detection, attached

the vehicle back into its lane by controlling

confidence across tough conditions, and our intelligent safety features include our ESP® (Electronic

to the windscreen. This combination of

the steering.

Stability Program) and Dual Sensor Brake Support. This technology uses two sensors to determine the

technologies can achieve superb safety.

That’s why the Vitara comes equipped with a blind spot monitor*, rear cross traffic alert*,
traffic sign recognition* and lane departure warning & prevention* to help you stay safe behind
the wheel. And that’s not including seven airbags, side-impact protection beams and ISOFIX
child seat anchorages.

risk of a collision and helps you avoid it or reduce possible damage. These all helped the Vitara to be
awarded a Euro NCAP 5-star safety rating (2015).

For more details on the Vitara's safety equipment, please refer to the specification brochure.
*SZ-T ALLGRIP and SZ5 models only.
**ALLGRIP models only.
ESP® is a registered trademark of Daimler AG.

At 37mph or faster, weaving alert

When moving, the Vitara senses if there is

audio and visual warnings if the vehicle

a risk of forward collision. Upon detecting

is weaving within a lane due to, for

a potential collision, the vehicle acts to

example, driver drowsiness.

calculates the driving pattern and issues

mitigate the impact, including automatically
applying the brakes, if necessary.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING

YOUR

PROTECTION

TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION
This system monitors the road for traffic
signs and when signs such as speed limits

At 37mph or faster, the lane departure

or no passing zones are detected, it displays

warning function can predict the path of the

the sign on the meter display as a reminder

vehicle and issue warnings to the driver, if

to the driver. When multiple signs are

necessary, to help avoid straying out of a lane.

detected, a maximum of three signs can be

BLIND SPOT MONITOR

†

displayed at once.

Lane changing at speeds above 9mph is
made safer by sensors that can detect
vehicles located in or approaching the
rear blind spots on either side of the

IS OUR

PRIORITY

WEAVING ALERT

DUAL SENSOR BRAKE
SUPPORT†

vehicle. When a vehicle is detected in
a rear blind spot, a warning LED icon is
illuminated in the relevant door mirror.

Blind spot monitor †/*
T here is a limit to the ability of a monocular camera and laser sensor to detect obstacles, lanes and traffic signs.
Please do not rely on this system alone to ensure safety. Always drive safely.

†
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WE’LL

T R E AT Y O U

AT SUZUKI, WE’RE PRETTY SERIOUS
WHEN IT COMES TO OUR CARS.
Serious about the design, serious about the driving
experience and serious about the fun. Not surprising,
considering we’ve been around since 1909, so we’ve got

RIGHT

over a century of experience and innovation behind us.
And throughout that time, our philosophy has always been
about the joy of driving. So, we're dedicated to making cars that
offer something for everyone and are, above all, fun to drive.
Plus, your Suzuki experience doesn’t stop when you buy the
car. We’ll continue to look after you long after you’ve driven
off the forecourt. Our Suzuki Service Promise guarantees
that every Suzuki customer will receive superior levels of
care when their car needs servicing. Plus, every new Suzuki
comes with a 3-year or 60,000 miles/100,000 km warranty
and Free Driveway Insurance*. Because when you’re with us,
we want you feeling looked after.
So, at this stage we’re sure you’re itching to try one of our
Vitara range. And it’s really easy to set up. Just find your
local Dealer on our website and book a test drive at your
own convenience. But be warned, after five minutes behind
the wheel of a Vitara, you might not want to give it back.
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*Terms and conditions apply, see cars.suzuki.co.uk/new-cars/insurance

F I N D YO U R L O C A L D E A L E R T O DAY AT
C A R S . S U Z U K I .C O.U K / F I N D -A- D E A L E R
OR
C A R S . S U Z U K I . I E / F I N D -A- D E A L E R
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